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Quantum Coherent Atomic Tunneling between Two Trapped Bose-Einstein Condensates
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We study the coherent atomic tunneling between two zero-temperature Bose-Einstein condensates
(BEC) confined in a double-well magnetic trap. Two Gross-Pitaevskii equations for the self-interacting
BEC amplitudes, coupled by a transfer matrix element, describe the dynamics in terms of the interwell
phase difference and population imbalance. In addition to the anharmonic generalization of the familiar
ac Josephson effect and plasma oscillations occurring in superconductor junctions, the nonlinear BEC
tunneling dynamics sustains a self-maintained population imbalance: a novel “macroscopic quantum
self-trapping” effect. [S0031-9007(97)04613-9]
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The recent experimental observation of the Bos
Einstein condensation (BEC) in a dilute gas of trapp
atoms [1,2] has generated much interest in the proper
of this new state of matter. A fascinating possibility i
the observation of new quantum phenomena on mac
scopic scales, related with the superfluid nature of t
condensate. In fact, broken symmetry arguments sh
that the condensate atoms can be described by a comm
“macroscopic” one-body wave functionCs$r , td 

p
r eiu

(the order parameter), withr the condensate density. Fo
a weakly interacting BEC, the order parameter obe
a nonlinear Schrödinger, or Gross-Pitaevskii equati
(GPE) [3]:

ih̄
≠C

≠t
 2

h̄2

2m
=2C 1 fVexts$rd 1 g0kCk2gC , (1)

where Vext is the external potential andg0 
4p h̄2a

m is
the interatomic scattering pseudopotential, witha, m the
atomic scattering length and mass, respectively.

The GPE has been successfully applied to investig
the collective mode frequencies of a trapped BEC in t
linear regime [4], the relaxation times of monopolar osc
lations [5], and, because of the nonlinear self-interactio
it could also induce chaotic behavior in dynamical qua
tum observables [5,6].

The existence of a macroscopic quantum phase (diff
ence) was dramatically demonstrated recently [2]. A f
off-resonant intense laser sheet divided a trapped cond
sate, creating a high barrier in between. Switching o
the double-well trap, the two released condensates ov
lapped, producing a robust “two-slit” atomic interferenc
pattern, clear signature of phase coherence over a ma
scopic scales.1022 cmd [2,7]. Thenondestructive detec-
tion of phase differences between two trapped BEC co
be achieved by lowering the intensity of the laser she
This allows for atomic tunneling through the barrier, an
the detection of Josephson-like current-phase effects [2
10]. In superconductor Josephson junctions (SJJ), ph
coherence signatures include a dc external voltage prod
0 0031-9007y97y79(25)y4950(4)$10.00
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ing an ac current, or the “plasma” oscillations of an initi
charge imbalance [11,12]. For neutral superfluid He
voltage drives, tunnel junctions, or capacitive charges
absent. The only accessible Josephson analog [13]
volves two He II baths connected by a submicron orific
at which vortex phase slips [14] support a chemical pote
tial (height) difference, through the Josephson frequen
relation.

Although the trapped BEC is also a neutral-atom Bo
system, its population can be monitored by phase-cont
microscopy; the double-well curvatures and barrier heig
can be tailored by the position and the intensity of t
laser sheet partitioning the magnetic trap [2]. We no
that the chemical potential between the two condensa
depends both on the zero-point energy difference from
asymmetrically positioned laser barrier, that acts like
external “dc” SJJ voltage; and on the nonlinear interact
that, through an initial population imbalance, acts like
capacitive SJJ charging energy. Thus, we propose
the BEC tunnel junction can show the analogs of t
familiar Josephson effects in superconductor junctio
with the ability to tailor traps and the atomic interactio
compensating for electrical neutrality.

In this Letter we study the atomic tunneling at ze
temperature between two nonideal, weakly linked BEC
a (possibly asymmetric) double-well trap. This induc
a coherent, oscillating flux of atoms between wells, th
is a signature of themacroscopic superposition of state
in which the condensates evolve. The dynamics is g
erned by two Gross-Pitaevskii equations for the BEC a
plitudes, coupled by a transfer matrix element (Joseph
tunneling term). Analogs of the superconductor Jose
son effects such as the ac effects and plasma oscillat
are predicted. We also find that the nonlinearity of t
dynamic tunneling equations produces their anharmo
generalization and a novel self-trapping effect.

Consider a double-well magnetic trap 1,2 as in Fig
with an asymmetrically placed laser barrier produci
different well curvatures. This system can be describ
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The double-well trap for two Bose-Einstein conden
sates withN1,2 and E0

1,2 the number of particles and the zero
point energies in the trap 1, 2, respectively.

by a two-state model

ih̄
≠c1

≠t
 sE0

1 1 U1N1dc1 2 Kc2 , (2a)

ih̄
≠c2

≠t
 sE0

2 1 U2N2dc2 2 Kc1 , (2b)

with uniform amplitudesc1,2 
p

N1,2 eiu1,2 , whereN1,2,
u1,2 are the number of particles and phases in the trap1, 2,
respectively, andK [15] is the coupling matrix element.
The parametersE0

1,2, U1,2, andK can be determined from
appropriate overlap integrals of the time-independent G
eigenfunctionsF1,2 of the isolated traps, as outlined later
The total number of atomsNT  N1 1 N2 is constant,
but we stress that a coherent phase description, i
the existence of definite phasesu1,2, implies that the
phase fluctuations (.1y

p
N1,2 [16]) must be small, giving

N1,2 . Nmin . 103, say.
We note that the Bose Josephson junction (BJJ) tunn

ing Eqs. (2) are similar in form to models of single-tra
atomic-level transitions [9], or polaron hopping in sem
classical approximation [17], although they describe qu
different physics. TheU1N1, U2N2 terms are like bulk on-
site charging energies in a bosonic (and “classical”) an
ogy to two-grain mesoscopic systems [12].

In terms of the phase differencef  u2 2 u1 and
fractional population difference21 , z  N12N2

NT
, 1,

Eqs. (2) becomesh̄  1d

Ùz  2
p

1 2 z2 sinf , (3a)

Ùf  Lz 1
zp

s1 2 z2d
cosf 1 DE , (3b)

where the time has been rescaled as2Kt ! t. The dimen-
sionless parameters are

DE  sE0
1 2 E0

2 dys2Kd 1 sU1 2 U2dNT ys4Kd , (4a)

L  sU1 1 U2dNT ys4Kd . (4b)
E

.,

l-

e

l-

For two symmetric traps,E0
1  E0

2 (DE  0), U1 
U2  U, and L  UNT y2K. In the following we will
assume a positive scattering lengtha (L . 0); note, how-
ever, that Eqs. (3) are invariant under the transformat
L ! 2L, f ! 2f 1 p, DE ! 2DE.

Thez, f variables are canonically conjugate, withÙz 
2

≠H
≠f , Ùf 

≠H
≠z and the Hamiltonian is given by

H 
L

2
z2 2

p
1 2 z2 cosf 1 DEz . (5)

In a simple mechanical analogy,H describes anonrigid
pendulum, of tilt anglef and length proportional top

1 2 z2, that decreases with the “angular momentum”z.
The BJJ intertrap tunneling current is given by

I  Ùz
NT

2
 I0

p
s1 2 z2d sinf; I0  KNT . (6)

It differs from Cooper-pair SJJ tunneling current in it
nonlinearity inz. Thef̈ equations hence also differ.

The detailed analysis of Eqs. (3) with exact analytic
solutions in terms of Jacobian and Weierstrassian ellip
functions will be presented elsewhere [18]; here w
consider three regimes.

(1) Noninteracting limit.—For symmetric wells and
negligible interatomic interactions (L ! 0), Eqs. (2)
yield Rabi-like oscillations in the population of each tra
with a frequency [8,9]

vR  2K . (7)

However, the ideal Bose gas limit is not accessible.
(2) Linear regime.—In the linear limit sjzj ø

1, jfj ø 1d Eqs. (3) become

Ùz . 2f , (8)

Ùf . sL 1 1dz . (9)

These describe the small amplitude oscillations of t
pendulum analog, with a sinusoidalzstd with a frequency

vL 
q

2UNT K 1 4K2 . (10)

The BJJ oscillations of population should show up
temporal oscillations of phase-contrast patterns [2],
other probes of atomic population [1].

Linearizing Eqs. (3) inzstd only, we obtain

Ùz . 2sinf , (11a)

Ùf . DE 1 sL 1 cosfdz , (11b)

I . I0 sinf . (11c)

For large trap asymmetries withDE ¿ fL 1 cossfdgz,
we havef  fs0d 1 DEt, giving an oscillatingzstd with
frequency

vac . E0
1 2 E0

2 , (12)
4951
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where an “ac” currentIstd is produced by the dc trap asym
metry DE. It is simple to show that a small oscillation in
the laser position(“voltage” DE ! DEf1 1 d sinsv0tdg),
or in its intensitysssK ! Kf1 1 d sinsv0tdg, d ø 1ddd, will
result in a dc intertrap current of nonzero time avera
kIstdl . dksinsv0td sinsvactdl fi 0, at a resonant match
v0  vac. This is the analog of the Shapiro effect [11
with an applied dc voltage in superconductor junctions. (
SJJ, of course, barrier modulation is not possible.) In pra
tice, in the experimental setup, the intensity of laser barr
can have a small (,10%) random noise componentK̃std.
The (dc) Shapiro effect will be unaffected by this nois
The barrier noise will show up as a small additive com
ponentzstd , sK 1 K̃d to the oscillations of Fig. 2 (see
below), that could still be detectable. If the barrier nois
K̃std is monitored, and combined with ap-shiftedzstd sig-
nal, then the oscillations would stand out more clearly.

In SJJ, the current of Cooper pairsN1,2 is ISJJ 
22es ÙN1 2 ÙN2d  2eEJ sinf, and the Josephson fre
quency relation for the relative phase isÙf  Dm 
2eV , for a junction voltageV  sN1 2 N2dEcy2e and a
junction capacitanceC, with Ec  s2ed2y2C [11]. These
rigid pendulum SJJ equations can be directly compar
with the BJJ Eqs. (3). It is then clear that the ac Josep
son frequencyvac  2eV and the Josephson plasm
frequency [11]vp 

p
EcEJ are the analog of Eqs. (12)

and (10), respectively. Note however that, for SJJ,vp is
independent of the barrier cross sectionA, sinceEJ , A
and Ec , C21 , A21, while the BJJ hasvL . A1y2

sinceK , A, and the bulk energyUNT is approximately
A independent.

(3) Nonlinear regime.—A numerical solution of
Eqs. (3) yields nonsinusoidal oscillations, that are th
anharmonicgeneralizationof the sinusoidal Josephson
effects. Moreover, an additional novel nonlinear effe
occurs in the BJJ: a self-locked population imbalance.

FIG. 2. Fractional population imbalancezstd versus rescaled
time, with initial conditions zs0d  0.6, phase difference
fs0d  0, and L  1 (a), L  8 (b), L  9.99 (c), L  10
(dashed line, d),L  11 (solid line, d).
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Figure 2 shows solutions of Eqs. (3) with initial con
ditions zs0d  0.6, fs0d  0 and illustrative parameters
L  1, 8, 9.99, 10, and 11, respectively. The sinusoid
oscillations aroundz  0 became anharmonic asL in-
creases, Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c). With a precursor slo
ing down, Fig. 2(c), there is a critical transition forL 
Lc  10, dashed line in Fig. 2(d). Then forL  11
the population in each trap oscillates around a nonze
time averagedkzstdl fi 0, solid line in Fig. 2(d). In the
nonrigid pendulum analogy, this corresponds to an init
angular momentumzs0d sufficiently large to swing the pen-
dulum bob over thef  p vertical orientation, with a
nonzerokzstdl average angular momentum correspondin
to the rotatory motion. This critical behavior depends o
Lc  Lcfzs0d, fs0dg, as can be easily found from the en
ergy conservation constraint and the boundness of the t
neling energy in Eq. (5). In fact, the valuezstd  0 is
inaccessible at any time if

L . Lc  2

µp
1 2 zs0d2 cosffs0dg 1 1

zs0d2

∂
. (13)

The full dynamical behavior of Eqs. (3) is summarized
Fig. 3, that shows thez-f phase portrait with constant
energy lines. There are energy minima alongz  0 at
2np, and “running” solutionsk Ùfstdl fi 0 with kzstdl fi 0,
moving along the sides of these wells. The vertic
points f  s2n 1 1dp, that would be isolated unstable
points for the rigid pendulum, now support oscillation
of restricted range, as a consequence of nonrigidity, i.
nonlinearity.

The self-trapping of an initial BEC population imbal
ance, seen in Figs. 2(d) and 3, arises because of
interatomic interaction in the Bose gas (nonlinear se
interaction in GPE). It has a quantum nature, involvin
the coherence of a macroscopic number of atoms. It diffe
from single polaron trapping of an electron in a mediu
[17] and from external gravitational effects on He II bath

FIG. 3. Constant energy lines in a phase-space plot
population imbalancez versus phase differencef. Bold solid
line: zs0d  0.6, fs0d  0, L  1, 8, 10, 11, and 20. Solid
line: zs0d  0.6, fs0d  p, L  0, 1, 1.2, 1.5, and 2.
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[13,14]. It can be considered as a novel “macroscop
quantum self-trapping” (MQST).

Nonlinear effects like MQST are unobservable i
SJJ where the external circuit suppresses charge imb
ances. For isolated coupled superconductor grains [1
the requirement that the chemical potential differen
m1 2 m2 . sN1 2 N2dEc must be less than the quasi
particle gap2Dqp (to avoid excitations) implies very small
fractional imbalances:jzj , s2DqpyEcNT d , 1029 for
typical parameters. For the BEC, the requirement th
tunneling does not access excitation energies is much l
restrictive. As an example, let us consider two weak
linked condensates ofNT . 104 atoms, confined in two
symmetric spherical traps with frequencyv0 . 100 Hz.
Evaluating Eqs. (17) below with a simple variationa
wave function [19], we haveE0 . 0.5 nK, UNT . 3 nK,
and from an estimation of the excitation gap,1 nK, we
obtain the constraintjzj # 0.4. Taking K . 0.1 nK, we
haveL . 10, close to the onset of the critical behavior
[We note that from Eq. (13) for anyL there is a critical
zs0d.] Increasing the number of particles or the trap fre
quencies, the value ofL can increase, making MQST ob
servable. Typical frequency oscillations arevL . KHz
for NT . 106, that should be compared with the plasm
frequency of SJJ that are [11] of the order ofvp . GHz.

We now outline the derivation of the parametersE0,
U, and K. To this purpose we note that in the barrie
region the modulus of the order parameter in the GPE
exponentially small. This allows us to look for a solutio
of GPE of the form

C  c1stdF1sxd 1 c2stdF2sxd , (14)

whereF1, F2 are the ground state solutions for isolate
traps withN1  N2  NT y2.

Replacing Eq. (14) in the GPE Eq. (1) with the
conditions Z

F1F2 d $r . 0 (15)

and Z
kF1k

2 d $r 
Z

kF2k
2 d $r  1 , (16)

we obtain

E0
1,2 

Z ∑
h̄2

2m
j=F1,2j

2 1 F2
1,2Vext

∏
d $r , (17a)

U1,2  g0

Z
F4

1,2 d $r , (17b)

K  2
Z ∑

h̄2

2m
s=F1=F2d 1 F1F2Vext

∏
d $r . (17c)

At finite temperature the interaction between the norm
component of the Bose gas with the condensate should
included, and the parameters become temperature dep
ic

al-
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dent. Such corrections are small for temperatures sma
than excitation energies. High density BEC could indu
quasiparticle–collective-mode scattering with finite life
time of the coherent oscillations [5]; phase diffusion cou
induce phase coherence collapse and revival [20]. Th
effects deserve further studies.

In conclusion, the BEC coherent atomic tunneling in
double-well trap induces nonlinear population oscillatio
that are a generalization of the sinusoidal Josephs
effects familiar in superconductors. A novel populatio
imbalance occurs for parameters beyond critical values
macroscopic quantum self-trapping effect.

Discussions with S. Raghavan, V. Chandrasekhar, a
L. Glazman, and useful references from L. Bonci an
G. Williams are acknowledged.
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